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Elite darts performance 
and the social influence of real 
crowds and simulated crowd noise
Jona Greve *, Edda van Meurs  & Bernd Strauss 

While the effect of missing audiences has been studied numerously in team sports with diverse 
effects, studies on individual performances are rare. The current investigation analyzes performances 
of professional dart players in (a) the absence of spectators, (b) the presence of real crowds, and (c) 
artificial crowd noise (simulated crowds) substituting live spectators during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Empirical evidence suggests that performances in coordination-based accuracy tasks are negatively 
impacted by the presence of others. Therefore, we hypothesize that performance of elite darts 
players deteriorates in the presence of a real audience (RA) in comparison to no audience (NA) and 
simulated audience (SA). https:// darts orakel. com provided the data of professional tournaments 
played from 2018 to 2021, which included N = 26,724 individual performances from k = 442 players 
(98.8% male). How RA and SA impacted checkout percentage (CP) and three-dart average (3DA) 
was analyzed using separate multilevel models, adding various control variables. Competing with 
audiences (SA and RA) resulted in decreased CP with an effect of βstand_real = − .20, p < .001, and 
βstand_sim = − .14, p < .001. 3DA increased with SA, βstand_sim = .08, p < .001, and decreased with RA, 
βstand_sim = − .07, p < .001. The results show that real crowds appear to have a negative impact on darts 
performance, yet effect sizes are small.

At the end of 2022, during the annual PDC (Professional Darts Corporation) world darts championship tourna-
ment at the sold-out, world-famous Alexandra Palace in London (Ally Pally), something remarkable happened: 
during the quarter-final match between Welsh player Gerwyn Price (world-rank No 1) and German player 
Gabriel Clemens (world-rank No 25), Gerwyn Price appeared to be distracted by the shouting and whistling of 
the crowd. Price, who is generally used to playing in front of huge crowds that are not in his  favor1, was unable 
to focus on the match and proceeded to wear over-ear, and later in-ear, hearing protection trying to block out 
the noise of the  audience2. While engagements with the audience in darts are common, this instance is unprec-
edented. Price lost the match regardless of this measure. The disruptive behavior of the crowd seemed to have 
a negative impact on his performance and distracted him to a point where he was unable to focus on throwing 
accurately, a motor task that needs concentration and  coordination3.

Ironically, in the 2021 world darts championship, the same German player, Gabriel Clemens, won against the 
2020 world champion Peter Wright in the third round. However, that game was played without any live spectators 
but with a simulated audience, where players would hear a crowd via speakers, yet no spectators were present, as 
2 years ago, the PDC darts world championship had to be played mostly without a live audience because of the 
worldwide COVID-19 pandemic. Peter Wright, as he said himself, was not able to “switch on” during the game, 
as it “felt like [he] was playing at home”4.

The investigation of the positive but also negative social influences of active and passive sport spectators or 
observers on performances of motor tasks is one of the oldest topics in sport psychology, sport sciences and sport 
economics (for a recent overview see e.g., the chapter by Strauss et al.5 or Wallace et al.6).

With the COVID-19 pandemic starting in spring 2020, audiences were widely excluded from most of the 
sport events worldwide. A prominent example was the postponement of the Olympic games  20207, which were 
nonetheless held without  spectators8. This often called unique “natural experiment”9,10 has led to many recent 
studies, mostly investigating the home field advantage and the impact of crowds on team outcome and refereeing 
 decisions11,12 in team sports such as  soccer10,13, and American sports such as  baseball14,  basketball9,15,  football16, or 
 hockey17. Overall, there is a large variation in the results of these studies, and the direct impact of the absence of 
spectators on match outcomes and team performances are inconclusive (e.g., with respect to an increase, decrease 
or no-change of the home advantage), whereas it seems that an absent audience can reduced the referee  bias10. 
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However, the effect of absent audiences on individual performances in team sports is rarely investigated. The 
limited evidence suggests that players’ individual performances within a team do not change significantly, as has 
been shown in  rugby18. In soccer, the absence of crowds had a positive or negative effect on individual penalty 
kick performances, depending on whether the team was performing at home or away,  respectively19. Outside 
of team sports, such an analysis on the impact of the absence of spectators due to the COVID-19 pandemic on 
individual-sports performances has not yet been conducted.

This archival study presents data and results regarding performances over a span of 4 years (2018–2021) 
in the individual sport of darts, which can be considered a coordination-based  task20, requiring high levels 
of  accuracy21,22. The main focus of the current manuscript is to study the social influence of a large audience 
on dart throwing in elite darts players. Darts allows to compare performances of elite players as they compete 
without an audience present and also in the presence of a larger crowd, as professional tournaments are played 
under both conditions. Moreover, due to the unique approach by the PDC, regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, 
to replace the real audience with pre-recorded artificial crowd noise (simulated audience), this study allows to 
investigate the effects of such a condition, in which the audience is not present, but the players (as well as the TV 
viewers) hear the sound of a simulated audience played loudly through large speakers in the venue, yet nobody 
is actually spectating. The simulated audience even adapted their singing and the volume as a reaction to the 
performances of the players.

Darts. Darts is played by throwing three small arrows, usually made of tungsten, into a dartboard that is 
divided into 20 segments each worth a different number of points. Each segment additionally has a double field 
and a treble field (doubling and trebling the points of the segment they belong to). The ’oche’, the distance from 
where the players throw on the board, has a length of 237 cm and the board hangs on a wall at a height of 173 cm. 
Professional tournaments are played in the 501-up format in which players begin with 501 points and have to 
reach exactly zero points by hitting a double field with the last  dart23,24. If achieved, this is called a checkout and 
the player wins one leg (comparable to a game in tennis). A darts match is usually played over a fixed distance 
(e.g., best of 11 legs). An in-depth explanation of the rules of darts can be found in previous  reports23,25,26, and the 
exact rules are described in the darts regulation authority  rulebook24. During matches, the rules are enforced by 
a “Caller”, which is responsible for the correctness of the scores and calling the scores to the opponent. The caller 
also has the function of a referee, in case players violate the rules of the game. Some professional darts competi-
tions under the umbrella of the PDC are either held in the absence of spectators, meaning that the players are 
competing alone in small cubicles, with only a caller present. Other tournaments are played on a stage, usually 
in the presence of a larger crowd (apart from the time during the COVID-19 pandemic, where the crowds were 
replaced by simulated crowd noise). The social condition under which the players compete is dependent on the 
type of tournament.

Theoretical background. Research in the field of social facilitation (i.e., performances when others are 
merely present) found that simple or well-learned tasks tend to be facilitated, while performance in difficult or 
novel tasks  decreases27–29. Additionally, the presence of an audience tends to increase performances in motor 
tasks that place demands on the condition of performers, but seems to decrease some performances that require 
precise object  manipulation30,31. These findings were recently confirmed in a systematic review and meta-anal-
ysis of 100  years of  research on social facilitation during motor  tasks32. Several different theories have been 
developed to explain the results either based on the drive/activation level of the  performer27,28,33,34, or based on 
the attentional conflict that arises when others are  present35–37.

Studies that include supportive or non-supportive audiences (i.e., when an audience is not only merely 
present but actively behaving, e.g., jeering, cheering, booing, etc.) instead of passive spectators are expected to 
display a similar trend of  results6. Condition-based (effort-based) performances often increased with external 
verbal  encouragement38. On the other hand, coordination-based (skill based) sports performances were found 
to be negatively affected by the behavior of the  audience39, however, in an experimental  study40 results of cheer-
ing, jeering and silence on various coordination-based sports tasks (i.e., basketball free throws, golf pitches and 
baseball pitches) were inconclusive: golfers were strongly negatively affected by jeering and cheering, whereas 
the results in the basketball task were similar in all audience conditions.

Apart from the positive effect of crowd support in the form of encouragement for condition-based tasks, in 
research pertaining to “choking under pressure”, supportive crowds can be a source of social pressure, which could 
increase the tendency to “choke” in some athletes, thus resulting in decreased  performance6. “Choking under 
pressure” is described as “inferior performance despite individual striving and situational demands for superior 
performance” (p. 610)41.  Baumeister41 argued that the importance to perform well leads athletes to attempt to 
ensure correct execution by monitoring the performance process. This paradoxically reduces performance, since 
monitoring well-learned tasks—which do not require conscious monitoring—interferes with the automated 
processes developed through practice. Choking under pressure has been shown in various coordination-based 
 tasks42, and interventions to combat the negative effects of choking have been  developed43–45.

There are a few studies which investigated choking under pressure in  darts23,25. Interestingly, different studies 
found that professional darts players overall do not display the tendency to choke in important situations: when 
investigating the likelihood of winning one “leg” (i.e., fixed distance within a game that wins a point) of darts 
when the opponent exerts pressure on the performer (by threatening to win the leg with the next throw), players 
did not display decrements of  performance23 and even increased their  performance25. However, another  study41 
did find a “home choke”, i.e., that playing in a venue close to their home town (< 100 km) significantly impacted 
darts players’ performance: they experienced significant decrements in performance when having the advantage 
of throwing first in a darts match, yet the effect did not carry over merely competing in their home country (i.e., 
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further away from their home town)46. Ötting et al.23 have applied social-facilitation theories to explain these 
results and argued that pressure is perceived differently, i.e., that the pressure exerted from a (supportive) crowd 
differs from the within-match variation to perform well or when competing for monetary rewards. Players 
experience a “home choke”46, but their performance does not decrease when the opponent generates pressure 
within a leg of darts. This supports the idea that dart players experience different forms of pressure. Ötting et al.23 
therefore suggest comparing darts performance in situations where the players perform in front of an audience 
and without spectators present.

Some professional dart tournaments on the PDC circuit are played in front of large and noisy audiences 
and are broadcasted on TV. The best example is the already mentioned PDC world championship in London at 
Alexandra Palace with several thousand live spectators. Other tournaments are held without any spectators in a 
silent environment (except for a referee calling the scores).

Meanwhile, the audience in darts broadcasts is a major source of entertainment for television viewers. There-
fore, the PDC broadcasted tournaments with artificial crowd noise during the COVID-19 pandemic, i.e., the 
players and television viewers could hear crowd noise, yet no one was present at the  venue47,48. Artificial crowd 
noise has been utilized in various sports such as rugby or football, but for the TV viewers  only49, but no studies to 
date have examined a possible effect of the artificial cheers and jeers that are played back to the performers. Darts 
offers the unique opportunity to study audience effects in three ways: without an audience, as most tournaments 
of the year are played behind closed doors unavailable to spectators, with a real audience, players competing on 
stage with people watching the performance, and with artificial crowd noise, only hearing a crowd, whilst no 
spectators are actually present. These tournaments are held regularly and were also held before the COVID-19 
pandemic. Additionally, darts offers several benefits in investigating individual  responses46. Darts performance 
is objectively measurable and the task is highly standardized with little variation. The minimal influence of 
the caller prevents subjective referee decisions, thus eliminating a referee bias, which is often found in social-
influence  literature10. Clear rules regulate the height of the board, and even apply restrictions of dart weight and 
length. Additionally, the large amounts of data that are available allow us to correct for inter-individual differ-
ences between the  players23.

Research question. The present investigation aims to answer the question of how elite darts players per-
form (1) in the absence of crowds (i.e., the absence of spectators or noises) and in the presence of (2) real crowds 
(i.e., the presence of active spectators) to study the social influence of a large, active crowd on a coordination-
based task with accuracy requirements. This is unique, because the influence of a real audience on darts per-
formance has not been studied to date. With the changes undertaken by the PDC (i.e., replacing a live audience 
with simulated crowd noise during the COVID-19 pandemic), an additional research question arises, which is 
the impact of (3) simulated crowds (i.e., artificial crowd noise as a substitution of real crowds in the venue). The 
impact of simulated crowds is a novum in research on social influence of spectators on motor tasks. The current 
research answers pending questions within the field of darts and other sports, where the impact of crowds is 
vividly  discussed1,50. Based on the results from research in the field of social influence and previous research in 
darts, we hypothesize that performance would be the lowest when a real audience is present due to the disrup-
tive potential of active spectators while performing a coordination-based sports tasks that requires accuracy and 
concentration.

Methods
Data. The current archival investigation analyzes data over 4 years of professional darts tournaments that 
took place under the umbrella of the PDC (https:// www. pdc. tv). The PDC organizes the most important profes-
sional tournaments (e.g., World Darts Championships in London, the UK Open, the Pro Tour, the European 
Tour etc.), mostly located in the UK but also worldwide. Typically, a PDC tournament consists of several quali-
fied players who are competing against each other in subsequent knock-out rounds in a single-elimination for-
mat.

Data was made available for the purposes of this current study by the business company Darts Orakel, UK 
(https:// darts orakel. com/), the current partner of the UK television company Sky television. Their professional 
and protected website contains information on players, such as a current form ranking, as well as detailed stats 
of previous performances and tournaments. The data was retrieved using RStudio version 1.4.1106 with the R 
package  rvest51. The data has been scraped directly from the website, which is used commercially. No manual 
data extraction took place, thus reducing the amount of user error. Random data points have been checked, by 
comparing the individual data points to the results displayed on television and other websites. Data of all the 
ranking tournaments played from January 2018 to March 2021 were used, including the year, tournament name, 
player, tournament stage, as well as the performance variables CP and 3DA for each match.

Three-dart average. The three-dart average (3DA) is the most commonly used and most accurate performance 
indicator in  darts26,46, and was also used for the current investigation. 3DA is the average number of points that 
are scored per throwing visit. Requiring 15 darts to finish a leg of 501 points results in a 3DA of 100.2 points on 
average with each turn. In a newsletter issue from June 2021, the creators of the results-publishing website Darts 
Orakel have reported a correlation of r = .85 of 3DA and matches won over a period of 4  years52, indicating the 
reliability and validity of 3DA as a performance measure.

Checkout percentage. The other commonly used performance indicator in darts is checkout percentage 
(CP)25,26. CP describes a player’s percentage of successful double field hits to finish a leg. If a player scores a 
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double on their first try every time, their CP is 100%. CP can be considered to have a higher content validity in 
comparison to 3DA but should be as reliable due to the smaller number of throws and attempts in a leg.

Player strength. Additionally, to control for the player’s strength, two covariates were retrieved by the website 
darts1.de53: the Pro Tour Order of Merit (1-year ranking points earned in Pro Tour and European Tour events 
exclusively) and the Order of Merit rank (2-year world rank based on the money earned in all ranking tourna-
ments) at the end of each year. Including all tournaments in the Order of Merit results in large gaps between the 
rankings, as some tournaments pay out larger price pools (e.g., the prize money for winning the World Darts 
Championship is £500,000, whereas the winner of a Pro Tour event gets £12,000). The Pro Tour Order of Merit 
is considered to be a more accurate measure of current level of play by some professionals, as it is less influenced 
by these large  outliers54.

Audience conditions. Per tournament, it was logged manually whether it was played with no audience, a real 
audience, or with a simulated audience (i.e., with artificial crowd noise). Most tournaments are played behind 
closed doors, unavailable for spectators. These Pro Tour events are only played with a referee present and are not 
televised (a livestream for a paid subscription is available). Other tournaments in darts are played with audiences 
that typically host 3000 to 5000 spectators who are booing, cheering, wearing costumes, singing, etc. In rare 
occasions, up to 20,000 spectators are  present55. With the surge of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, spectators 
were no longer allowed at the venues for sporting events. To maintain a pleasant viewer-experience, the PDC 
included artificial crowd noise (i.e., players and television viewers could hear an audience that was pre-recorded 
and played via speakers at the venues). Artificial audience reactions could be matched to the situation in the 
game (e.g., cheering when somebody throws a 180). Thus, apart from the referee and two neutral markers writ-
ing down the scores, the players were competing alone.

The data availability from 2018 to 2021 was highest for competitions when the players played with no audi-
ence (n = 21,032), followed by the condition with a real audience (n = 4894) and lowest for the simulated audience 
condition (n = 798, only for 2020 and 2021 during the pandemic). These numbers are individual performances, 
i.e., performance of one player in a match-up. Therefore, the no audience condition was chosen as a baseline, as 
data availability was highest.

Round. Players in later stages are presumed to have higher performances than in earlier stages of the tourna-
ment, as players who play well progress further in the tournaments. Thus, we included the round of the tourna-
ment in the current analysis as a performance predictor. Round indicates the number of players who are still 
actively competing in the tournament.

Statistical analysis. Multilevel modeling, or hierarchical linear modeling, was used to account for perfor-
mances nested within the players. Multilevel models are extended forms of regression approaches to account for 
grouping structures or clusters within the data that are not present on a single  level56,57. We used multilevel mod-
elling as we are interested in individual performances (level 1) nested within 1 year (level 2) nested within the 
same individual (level 3). This allows us to account for the fact that individual performances and performances 
within the years are likely to be correlated, and therefore to control for individual differences in multiple perfor-
mances. For the current investigation, hierarchical linear models were used to model the performance param-
eters CP and 3DA separately as level 1-outcome variables. Level 1 and level 2 predictor variables (performance 
predictors) were added with each subsequent model. The data was analyzed using the lme4  package58 in R.

Modeling checkout performance. A hierarchical linear model was used to model the data using CP as the level 
1-outcome variable to investigate the impact of audience type on checkout performance. The “random intercept 
model” for checkout performance including individual players as random effects was used to test whether sig-
nificant clustering was present. The year of performance was added as a level 2-variable, to account for nesting 
within the year of performance nested within the player. The type of audience condition was the main predictor 
of interest. Since it is a categorical predictor (no audience, simulated audience, real audience), the “no audience 
condition” was chosen as a baseline due to the high availability of data and the impact of simulated and real 
audience was added in subsequent models, which then gradually included the following control variables: the 
ranking of the players (in both the “Order of Merit” and the “Pro Tour Order of Merit”) to control for skill level, 
and the “round of the tournament” (i.e., last 128 players, last 64 players, etc.), as players in later stages of a tour-
nament are presumed to perform better than in earlier stages. Model fit parameters (i.e., Log-Likelihood) were 
compared and significant control variables were retained in further models building the final model. Partially 
standardized beta coefficients as effect sizes were obtained according to  Lorah59.

Modeling three-dart average. Modeling 3DA followed the same procedure as the model for CP. In addition to 
the predictors that were added for the first hierarchical linear model, CP was added as a level 1-predictor, since 
CP and 3DA correlate moderately, r = .41, p <  .001. Controlling for the variance of CP in 3DA allows for more 
accurate inferences independent of CP. A visual representation of the relationship between CP and 3DA can be 
found in Fig. 1.

Supplementary analyses. Additional analyses using various subsets of the available data with more strict exclu-
sion criteria were performed to function as robustness checks of the main model. Two analyses only included 
the top 32 Pro Tour Order of Merit players and top 64 Order of Merit players. Those were carried out to elimi-
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nate a possible bias in the data through elite players with very high ranks. Better players are usually playing in 
tournaments with real audiences and simulated audiences (as replacement in 2020 and 2021). The top 64 were 
chosen because at the end of each year, they receive a PDC-tour card and are allowed to compete in PDC Pro 
Tour events. The top 32 were chosen because these players automatically qualify for some major tournaments.

A third analysis only included players that have competed in all three audience conditions throughout 
2018–2021, to test the robustness of the estimates of the audience conditions and to eliminate the variability 
of players without datapoints for a simulated audience and/or a real audience. Each player in the sample has 
competed in each respective audience condition at least once.

To further analyze the effects of a real audience a fourth analysis has been carried out, which only includes 
players who have competed in both audience conditions (no audience and real audience). This analysis has been 
carried out to get estimates on performances unrelated to the performances with a simulated audience.

The eliminate a bias throughout the years, a fifth analysis has been conducted including players in the top 64 
in the Order of Merit who have competed in all three audience conditions for the year 2020, as 2020 included all 
three audience conditions unlike the other years, which only included no audience and either real or simulated 
audience.

Sample. The data consisted of N = 26,724 individual performances of k = 442 players, who competed in 136 
PDC ranking tournaments from January 2018 to March 2021. Out of the k = 442 players, five (1.13%) were 
women. On average each player competed in m = 64.6 matches, with a median of mdn = 19 games. Players ranged 
from only having a single data point, i.e., the player only played a single game, to a maximum of 431 individual 
performances over multiple tournaments and years. Players were ranked in the so-called Order of Merit and the 
Pro Tour Order of Merit (Pro Tour ranking). A player’s rank ranged from no rank (first year of competing on a 
professional level) to 223 for the Pro Tour ranking and no rank to 219 for the Order of Merit. The average Pro 
Tour rank was m = 53 with a median of mdn = 41. The average Order of Merit rank was m = 56 with a median of 
mdn = 44.

Descriptive statistics for data availability and the performance parameters 3DA and CP over the 4 years can 
be found in Table 1. Performance predictors 3DA and CP correlated as expected with r = .41 over the 4 years. 
The Order of Merit ranking and the Pro Tour ranking correlated with r = .90.

Results
Modelling results. Checkout percentage. The “random intercept model” for checkout performance in-
dicated that clustering was present at the player level, justifying the use of multilevel modeling, var(û 1j) = 7.94, 
χ2 = 120.59, p < .001, ICC = .03. The second level (year) did not account for any clustering, var(û 2j) = 0.30, 
χ2 = 0.388, p > .05, ICC = 0, and was omitted from further analyses for simplicity.

Results from the final model indicate that playing with a simulated audience resulted in a decrease in CP, 
bsim = − 2.48, t(22,838) = − 3.65, p < .001, with a partially standardized βstand_sim = − .14, compared to no audience 

Figure 1.  Linear relationship between 3DA and CP for the three audience conditions.
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(see Table 2). A real audience resulted in larger performance decrements, breal = − 3.62, t(22,835) = − 11.14, p < .001, 
βstand_real = −  .20. The partially standardized beta coefficients can be considered small in effect  size60.

The control variables “round of the tournament”, bround = − 0.013, t(22,325) = − 4.53, p < .001, , and the level-
two predictor “Pro Tour Order of Merit”, brank = − 0.024, t(390) = − 6.38, p < .001, significantly impacted CP. Since 
both ranking systems correlated with r = .90, p < .001 and to avoid multicollinearity, Pro Tour Order of Merit was 
chosen as an operationalization of player ranking, as it improved model fit more than the Order of Merit. The 
partially standardized coefficients indicated negligible effect size for round, βstand_round = − .0007, and for rank, 
βstand_rank = − .0014. With ICC = .016, less than 2% of the variance can be attributed to the variance between the 
players. The total variance explained according to Snijders and  Bosker61 is R2 (S&B) = 3%. An effect size relating 
to the variance explained of the model, indicated a small effect according to  Cohen62, f2 = 0.03.

Table 1.  Descriptive statistics of data availability (cases and percentage), performance parameters (means and 
standard deviations) and player ranking (mean and median).

2018 2019 2020 2021 Combined

Cases (N) 7564 9654 7058 2448 26,724

nno audience 5584 (73.82%) 7618 (78.91%) 5806 (82.26%) 2024 (82.68%) 21,032 (78.70%)

nsimulated audience 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 374 (5.30%) 424 (17.32%) 798 (2.99%)

nreal audience 1980 (26.18%) 2036 (21.09%) 878 (12.44%) 0 (0%) 4894 (18.31%)

Average

 No audience 91.14 (6.89) 91.76 (6.87) 92.15 (6.90) 92.87 (6.58) 91.80 (6.87)

 Simulated audience na na 95.39 (6.02) 93.20 (6.17) 94.21 (6.19)

 Real audience 92.46 (6.92) 92.63 (6.83) 92.60 (6.40) na 92.56 (6.79)

Checkout percentage

 No audience 40.75 (18.00) 41.62 (18.41) 41.43 (18.14) 42.12 (18.15) 41.39 (18.21)

 Simulated audience na na 41.23 (16.88) 39.45 (13.74) 40.28 (15.31)

 Real audience 39.28 (16.50) 39.25 (16.09) 38.93 (15.00) na 39.19 (16.05)

Pro tour rank

 No audience 59 (46) 61 (48) 52 (42) 49 (42) 57 (45)

 Simulated audience na na 31 (20) 44 (27) 23 (27)

 Real audience 36 (24) 38 (25) 45 (32) na 39 (26)

Order of merit rank

 No audience 64 (50) 64 (50) 56 (46) 56 (44) 61(48)

 Simulated audience na na 31 (19) 49 (38) 40 (29)

 Real audience 41 (25) 43 (29) 47 (33) na 43 (29)

Table 2.  HLMs for CP, 3DA without CP as predictor, and 3DA with CP as predictor variable. β is partially 
standardized (k = 240). Significance codes: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

Variables Full model: CP Full model: 3DA
HLM for 3DA (including CP as a control 
variable)

Fixed effects b SE β b SE β b SE β

Intercept 43.67*** (0.41) 93.82*** (0.37) 88.17*** (0.30)

Audience (Ref: no audience)

 Real audience − 3.62*** (0.33) − .20 − 0.97*** (0.11) − .14 − 0.49*** (0.10) − .07

 Simulated audience − 2.48*** (0.68) − .14 0.18 (0.23) .03 0.54* (0.21) .08

 Round − 0.01*** (0.003) − .0007 − 0.01*** (0.001) − .002 − 0.01*** (0.0009) − .002

 Pro-tour rank − 0.02*** (0.004) − .0014 − 0.03*** (0.003) − .005 − 0.03*** (0.003) − .005

 Checkout percentage 0.13*** (0.002) .02

Random effects Variance components SD ICC Variance components SD ICC Variance components SD ICC

Player 4.73 2.18 .01 0.12 0.33 .08 0.06 0.24 .08

Year 3.27 1.80 .12 0.09 0.29 .12

Residuals 301.21 17.36 0.69 0.83 0.58 0.76

LogLikelihood − 97,675.2 − 72,719.3 − 26,709.5

Observations (n) 22,839 22,839 22,839
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Three-dart average. The “random intercept model” for 3DA indicated that significant clustering was present 
in the data. The residual variance at the individual level was var(û 0j) = 34.09, p < .05. Level two (year), var(û 
1j) = 2.57, χ2 = 568.32, p < .001, and level three (players) var(û 2j) = 18.58, χ2 = 448.52, p <  .001, were significant. 
The final model with all audience conditions and predictor variables is summarized in Table 2. Playing with a 
simulated audience resulted in an increase in three-dart average, bsim = 0.54, t(22,139) = 2.54, p < .01, whereas 
performing in front of a real audience players resulted in a performance decrease, breal = − 0.49, t(22,726) = − 4.84, 
p < .001. Standardized coefficients of βstand_sim =  .08 for simulated audiences and βstand_real = − .07 for a real audi-
ences can be considered  negligible60.

Pro Tour Order of Merit, CP, and the round of the tournament were significant predictors of 3DA (all ps < .001, 
for effect size, see Table 2) and were added to the final model. The ICC = .07 at the second level indicated that 
roughly 7% of the total variance of 3DA can be explained by the year of performance. Thus, performances within 
each year were similar. Roughly 12% can be explained by the differences between the players (ICC = .12).

The total explained variance according to Snijders and  Bosker61 is R2(S&B) = 42%, with a large effect size for 
variance explained in the overall model, f2 = 0.7262.

Supplementary analyses. Top 64 & top 32. Subsamples of the top 32 of the Pro Tour Order of Merit and 
the top 64 of the Order of Merit have been analyzed (see Online Appendix 1–4 for descriptive statistics and mod-
el results). Both supplementary analyses display similar results as the main model, indicating that CP decreases 
with a simulated audience, top 32 CP βstand_sim = − .17, top 64 CP βstand_sim = − .17, and decreases further with a real 
audience, top 32 CP βstand_real = − .22, top 64 CP βstand_real = − .20. 3DA also decreased with a real audience, top 32 
3DA βstand_real = − .05, top 64 3DA βstand_real = − .06, but increased with a simulated audience, top 32 3DA βstand_sim = 
.08, top 64 3DA βstand_sim = .12. These results and effect sized are similar to the main model.

All three audience conditions. Results from an analysis which only includes players who have competed with 
all three audience conditions, also indicate that CP decreases with a simulated audience, CP βstand_sim = − .15, 
and further with a real audience, CP βstand_real = − .20. 3DA decreased with a real audience, 3DA βstand_real = − .07, 
and increased with a simulated audience, βstand_siml = − .07. Again, these effect sizes closely resemble the main 
model (see Online Appendix 5 for the full model).

Effect of real and no audiences. Online Appendix 6 contains a model which excluded performances with simu-
lated audiences to probe the effects of real audiences versus no audiences. Both performance indicators decrease 
with a real audience, CP βstand_real = − .21, 3DA βstand_real = − .05. Similar to the main model, this indicates the dis-
ruptive potential of real crowds on darts performance.

Top 64 in 2020. A sample that utilized strict criteria only including players in the top 64 who have competed 
under all three conditions in the year 2020, as in 2020 all three audience conditions were present, display a simi-
lar trend of the results for CP with decreases with simulated audience, CP βstand_sim = − .15, and further decrease 
with a real audience, CP βstand_real = − .19. The audience effects for average did not reach statistical significance, 
in this smaller sample, 3DA βstand_sim = − .06, p = .21, 3DA βstand_real = − .03, p = .42 (see Online Appendix 7 for the 
full model).

Discussion
The goal of the current investigation was to answer the question how a real and a simulated audience influence 
the performance in the accuracy-based coordination-task darts. Competitions played without an audience were 
compared to competitions played with a real and a simulated audience.

The results indicate that players perform worse in the presence of a real audience than when performing alone. 
CP was highest when no audience was present, significantly decreased with artificial crowd noise (∆CP = 2.5%) 
and decreased further in the presence of a real audience (∆CP = 3.6%). However, effect sizes were small and the 
ICC of 1.6% indicated that within-player variability is high. The predictors all reached statistical significance, 
probably because of the large N, but with limited practical significance, i.e., small effect sizes (βstand_sim = − .14, 
βstand_real = − .20).

The results pattern of the 3DA variable are slightly different: while players perform worse with a real audience, 
they appear to perform better when playing with a simulated audience (baseline: no audience). The absolute 
difference in 3DA, however, is negligibly small, with only half a point decrease with a real audience and increase 
with a simulated audience, which is practically irrelevant for winning in darts. Small effect sizes are in line with 
many studies on audience effects in other  sports5,32. The hierarchical linear model for 3DA could explain more 
than 40% of the total variance in 3DA with an ICC of 12%. Therefore, skill differences between the players can 
be assessed more accurately using 3DA as a performance predictor compared to CP.

Studies on social influences of spectators on performances in motor tasks could often identify small dif-
ferences and effect sizes  only30. However, it is worth explaining the present result pattern based on the most 
prominent theories.

In line with some social-facilitation theories and their predictions in motor  tasks31,32 players were performing 
highest when playing without a real audience (however, to a small degree only). Findings for both performance 
predictors (CP and 3DA) were also evident in smaller samples of higher skill (i.e., players in the top 64 in the 
Order of Merit and top 32 of the Pro Tour Order of Merit), thus indicating that the audience effect is evident 
even in higher skilled players (see Online Appendix 3, 4), or in samples that applied more strict inclusion criteria 
(see Online Appendix 5–7).
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These results help understand the effects of audiences in individual coordination-based sports: the presence 
of an audience decreases performance in a coordination-based sports task with high accuracy requirements. 
Several theories on the detrimental effects of an audience have been proposed in previous  studies5. The deviation 
from the standard level of spectators (which for darts would be the no-audience condition, as most games are 
played behind closed doors) could lead to higher levels of social pressure and increase the likelihood of choking.

Therefore, the present results could be interpreted as a decrease in performance due to social pressure, rather 
than an increase in performance due to social support. Research suggests that choking can occur when perform-
ing in front of a  crowd6,63, which has been shown in  darts46. However, other studies in darts could not show 
relevant decrements, especially not in samples made up from professional  players23,25.

Other theories emphasize the role of attentional resources: darts performance might decrease in the presence 
of spectators because the performer shifts their attention to the external  distractor35,37. The audience acts as a 
distraction to the player, which taxes attentional resources, which are then no longer available for performing 
the main task, as Manstead and  Semin37 suggested in the capacity hypothesis.

Alternatively, the audience could lead the performer to focus internally on movement execution, which 
disrupts the automated processes acquired through practice. This process is called “reinvestment”, which states 
that automated movement executions suffers when performers actively monitor the previously automated 
 movement64. Reinvestment has often been linked to performance decrements under pressure, as it results in a 
disruption and in turn impairs performance, in this case, with a real audience  present65. The simulated-audience 
situation might be perceived as less threatening, yet there still exists some distractive potential in comparison to 
when performing alone, especially if accidents with the audio  occur48.

Otherwise, skill requirements for different aspects in the game of darts could be an explanation for the pre-
sent result pattern. If CP decreases in conditions with a real and simulated audience, the scoring average (darts 
that are not aimed at a double, i.e., darts that are used to score as many points as possible) needs to be higher in 
conditions with a simulated audience to equalize the drop in CP. Scoring is a highly routinized task that players 
practice several hours per day. Elite players have mastered timing and minimalized  errors3. Therefore, the move-
ment should be highly refined and more sustainable under pressure than throwing at a double, as only a small 
portion of darts during a game are aimed at doubles, and the doubles that are played in a match do not necessarily 
have to be the same each leg that is played. Research by Ötting et al.66 on hot streaks or hot hands in darts has 
indicated that when players throw three darts in succession, they tend to have similar performances, which could 
influence the scoring, since the player can follow a good first dart with similar throws when aiming for a treble 
field. This would be impossible when throwing for a double, because as soon as the double is hit, the leg ends.

Implications. Future research could benefit from analyzing the scoring average, which is the 3DA played 
without the throws that are aimed at a double field, thus independent from CP, or analyze newer, more predictive 
performance indicators, such as ordinal checkout efficiency, which is 40% more accurate in predicting wins than 
the  3DA67. Newer parameters with more predictive power should allow for a deeper understanding of (darts) 
performance under pressure and in turn increase our understanding of how performance changes in front of an 
active crowd and in pressure situations.

Future research in darts should also investigate whether specific crowd behaviors (e.g., supportive, hostile, 
neutral) leads to consecutive changes in performances. This could be interesting both on the level of overall 
play, or on the level of specific parts of the game. Outside of darts, there are few  experimental40 or longitudinal 
within-game analyses (e.g., American  football68;  Basketball69,70) that generally show that motor performances 
do not relate to the behavior of the crowd. Archival studies are not the most controlled way to investigate the 
impact of crowd behavior, because such information is usually not included in the recorded data (see Humphreys 
et al.71 for a recent exception and approach), and the behavior of the crowd has to be monitored continuously 
(with small time intervals as e.g., described in van Meurs et al.72).

Limitations. There are limitations to the current research that need to be noted and discussed. Several 
predictor variables were added to model the outcome on performance variables, yet there are more potential 
variables that need to be considered. The ranking points or prize money for each individual game varies, thus 
creating differently high incentives to perform well. Adding the guaranteed prize money earned for each respec-
tive game would allow to make inferences about the impact of financial incentives on darts performance. Apart 
from personal variables, such as personal stress, personal expectations and mental health, which are very hard 
to control for, the performance of the opponent has also not been considered. Players could be playing better or 
worse depending on the performance of the opponent. This “automated matching”73 could occur so that players 
would have equally high or low averages or checkout performances with regard to the opponent’s performance. 
Another variable that could increase the predictive power of the model is the duration of each match. Playing a 
match to six legs might differ to playing a match to 15 legs, as the players have more throws, thus regressing to 
their mean performance. This should be considered in future research, as including these variables could add to 
the predictive power of the model.

The inclusion of all players who have competed in PDC ranking tournaments can be seen as a limitation 
as well. Including individuals with only a few tournament matches could influence the effect size estimates, 
due to outliers, which would cause the model results to be less robust. We decided to include these players in 
the main analysis as we were interested in displaying the entire population of players who competed in rank-
ing tournaments, and multilevel modelling was used to control for nested performances in individuals, which 
can utilize data from incomplete  observations74. Supplementary analyses with stricter exclusion criteria in the 
Online Appendix indicate that results for subsamples are similar, however, future (experimental) research may 
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benefit from more equal distributions across conditions, and from including a reliability factor of each player’s 
performance average.

While 3DA is currently the best indicator of darts performance, it does have limitations (i.e., the depend-
ance on the performance of the opponent or CP). Therefore, the study would have benefitted from using more 
predictive measures of darts performance. However, these measures are still under development and currently 
not accessible.

Conclusion. The current research offers insight into the effects of the presence of different types of audi-
ences on performance in the coordination-based accuracy task darts. The results indicate that darts performance 
decreases in the presence of a real audience. Following this study result and returning to the introduction, the 
attempt to block the crowd distraction by using hearing protection could be beneficial, however, it would only 
be successful if wearing the protection would not distract the player itself, which would require specific training 
with protection on its own. Potentially, Gerwyn Price was not only distracted by the crowd, but also by his not 
well-fitting hearing protection. The case sparked interest in the media and as a reaction to the incident, the PDC 
has implemented a change of the rules, which now forbids players from wearing on-ear hearing  protection75.

The results of this study indicate that a simulated audience has an equivocal effect on darts performance, 
impacting distinct areas within the game differently. Analyzing the impact of a simulated audience in other sports 
would further enlighten the effect of simulated crowds on performance in various sports tasks.

The performance differences among the three audience conditions are small and should not be overstated. 
Regardless of the approach taken, i.e., looking at the small effect sizes, versus looking at the significant dif-
ferences in the audience conditions, playing professional darts in front of a real crowd does not lead to better 
performances, and a simulated crowd does not lead to significantly worse performances.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from dartsorakel.com, where they can be accessed 
openly. For further questions regarding data and data availability please contact the corresponding author of 
this paper: Jona Greve, jona.greve@uni-muenster.de.
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